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Inside

"Untitled /" by Tricia DiFranco '06

There is freedom behind the walls of Wallens Ridge State Prison, time to
appreciate how the sky looked different everyday and how you can forget three years
but remember one night for the rest of your life. Travel the winding road up the
mountain, past the gate, past the towers and fences, and look into the depths of neglect.
You will see the murderers and rapists and child molesters and the evil, but you will
also see freedom. Those who look want to forget before knowing. Those who know
only think they know. Not unless they have seen beyond the gates and walls to the
callous pattern of white buildings and inside their forgotten cells.
But the walls of cellblock B never could hold a conversation all that well and
subsequently Ellard Powell found it difficult to maintain his social skills. The mortar
lines in between the bricks served as a racetrack for his eyes. Up, down, left, right, he
would scan everyday for hours. Most inmates would have been given something to
keep them busy, but Wallens Ridge was not like most prisons. The guards did anything
they could to keep inmates locked down. So that was what he had been reduced to; four
walls and a window. But it wasn't a window really, just a slit for light, a cruel joke. The
view had teased him for too many days. He used to lift himself up with his fingertips
and hang there until his strength gave out. He would dangle until his knuckles went
white and his back would spasm. His shoes would clap against the concrete floor when
he fell. But like his cell the view never changed. He never looks anymore. It wasn't
about the sun or the trees or even the birds he would hear on a lucky day with a good
breeze. Most things didn't matter to Ellard anymore. In here most things were dead. A
good day meant not getting knifed in the food line. Even the water from the pathetic
little stainless steel sink stunk like stale air and tasted like flat soda water.
Above the sink he had a mirror. He would look at himself sometimes like it
mattered. They made him shave his moustache in de-tox. His smooth upper lip and
lanky frame made him look young and deceivingly weak. But it wasn't about any of
that either. It was about looking past all that to reality and keeping that reality from
mixing with the persistent hell around him. That's how you crack. Ellard knew. A man
has so much time to think his mind burns out like an engine without oil. First comes
the fear, then the sleepless nights, then the depression, and right about the time reality
hits the guards rearrange your teeth with their batons because you can't stop screaming.
State route 199 always brought a consistent wail of wind and traffic. The
engine breaking trucks would send a low guttural rattle across the acreage like a diesel
driven machine gun. It reminded Ellard of his father's rig and how it must have
sounded when the drunken motorist ran it off the overpass. His father would have been
fifty-two years old. Barb reached into the back window of the pick up truck and
stretched for the knob on the radio.
"Don't" Ellard said softly, enjoying his first Marlboro. It had become a night
of new experiences.
"Traffic's loud," she said, twisting back out of the tiny window.
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"/ like it," he said.
The girl sighed, finished buttoning up her shin, and reached over for the
cigarette, stealing a quick hit and pretending to like it. She coughed out the smoke.
"Can we go inside?" she said, reaching for a sweater.
"I don't want the smell in the truck," Ellard said, letting the ashes hit his
bare chest. He lay there stretched out in the bed with his head propped up against the
wheel well, fighting the itch of the old blankets they had scattered. The air was cold but
he didn 't care. The breeze made his cigarette glow an angry orange with each gust.
Most seventeen-year old guys would have said something awkward trying to be cool
and rushed the girl home to her suspecting father all just to call their friends and
boast. But Ellard refused to ruin the moment. He wanted to remember the sound of the
traffic and the taste of the Marlboro and he wanted to remember the girl's face and he
wanted to remember what they shared that night because he was sick of not having
anything worth remembering.
Push-ups made the vein in his bicep twitch underneath a tattooed cobra. Years
of bar fights and blue-collar labor had stolen its detail and turned the snake into an
unrecognizable black S that wrapped around his upper arm. His other arm used to have
a Bald Eagle until it was bitten out during a fight. Now it was a wrinkled patch of pink
leathery skin set low in his muscle. Back when he could work in the laundry vats he
had been prey to the others. That was before exercise found its way into his schedule.
Now it killed the day and kept him sharp. One too many beatings in the dark underbelly of the prison had taught him the importance of strength. Usually they never
wanted anything at all. Just deranged criminals bred from pain and violence. They had
decided to share that pain with Ellard several times until he killed one with a broomstick. The guards never get there in time. Never. He wasn't into violence, but prison
required it. Demanded it. Wallens Ridge was the antithesis of rehabilitation. Good
behavior and a lazy warden had saved him another ten to twenty sure, but he had done
them all a favor and everyone knew it, including Ellard. One less animal in the cage.
No big deal. Psychotherapy doesn't work when every other guy wants to crack open
your head over a pack of smokes. Ellard continued his pushups.
George Thorogood wailed through his power cords. The speakers were bad
but Ellard liked the static, it gave the music that traditional sound that floats over the
drunken voices and bad pool, and tonight it was exceptionally bad. Shooting in
between shots of Jack had never been a problem but the balls seemed to dance like the
leather clad biker women at the jukebox. The bikers paid another quarter for more
George. Ellard could taste the smoke coming from the bar. After one more hopeless
shot at the table and another from the bottle, he pulled out his own cigarettes and
added to the haze. There were more important things than pool.
The blonde was still there. She sat at the bar tapping her high heels against
the metal ring at the base of her stool. Ellard had been watching her all night and
finally replaced his stolen glances with an introduction and a drink. Most nights she
would have been nothing more than eye candy between jokes with the guys, but tonight
Ellard was feeling courageous. Fate and Jack Daniels have to work together some12
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times.
"A woman drove me to drink once and I never had the courtesy to thank her."
"Oh Really?"
"Yeah, she looked kinda like you."
The woman laughed, more at him than with him, set her glass down, and
smiled.
"I'm honored."
"I'm Ellard."
She would smile more than once that night.
She was still out there...this he knew...or at least he made himself believe it.
Every time he closed his eyes he could feel her smooth skin and see her hips stirring to
the jukebox. Not much else to think about. Nothing in here was even worth thinking
about. Not like the plant back home with his good job or his Labrador or that night on
route 199. Or the blonde. Everyone said they had a girl waiting for them on the outside;
wives, girlfriends, pen pals, imaginary super models. She was none of these...just a
painkiller. The guards had beaten her name out of him and now only her face remained.
Something with an "L", Laura...Lisa. The curly blonde hair wrapped his mind.
Gray skies always bothered Ellard. It wasn 't so much the color, just the
boredom that seemed to breed from the dull overcast. Ugly and pointless. Truckers
don't have much else to look at anyways. The fine mist rolling off the Great Lakes
bothered him as well. His Scottsdale roared on seven of its eight tired cylinders, tossing
the mist into chaos around the yellow truck. He had just washed it this weekend. Took
his time too. Fucking rain. The run off drained into rusted pits around the doorframes
and turned brown before they were stripped away in the wind. Spray from another
motorist hit the windshield, but the wipers still groaned across the sticky glass. Ellard
grew tired of clicking the shaky wipers on and off as quickly as his coffee grew cold. He
scowled at the noise and passed the car in front of him...some bitch in a minivan. He
had never been late before. Today was not supposed to be complicated. Now he would
be chasing the delay all the way to Florida with one change of clothes. Fucking alarm
clock. He tore onward, darting through hazy tale lights towards a waiting rig and an
angry supervisor. The rain picked up.
He would catch a glimpse of the skyline every couple of days. The good
cafeteria had windows, but he hadn't seen it since the riot. He hadn't seen any time in
the courtyard either. So he had to steal a glimpse when he felt like looking. It was like
staring at the pretty girl you knew you could never get; all a tease that Ellard didn't
need. His world had become rotten white concrete and plexi-glass. Or at least it was
now. It had been worse. He had spent his first year in the basement of Wallens Ridge.
The dungeon of New Fish. Its darkness had consumed him twenty-three and a half
hours a day. That year had become a blur of nightmares, beatings, and screams. But the
darkness was the worst. He prayed for gray overcast skies or the dirty yellow of his
pickup. Most crumble under the initiation. Men claw at their flesh with dull fingernails
hoping to bleed themselves to death in the cold darkness. Their screams had put Ellard
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to sleep every night. He would think about his mother back home rocking in her chair,
writing him the letters he would never see. Or he would think of his father, riding his
life away in a rig somewhere on 1-75 between Miami and Detroit so he could put food
on the table. And then he would think of the girl in the bar that night. Good or bad,
there was no solace in these thoughts, only a handhold on reality. His imagination kept
the hope. But that year time grinded on outside the Virginian Mountains. Somewhere,
hundreds of miles away, the blonde was enjoying dinner with a nice accountant named
Stan while Ellard sat in his steel cage listening to the man in the next cell smash his
head against the wall. That year he existed only in his mind. His thoughts had aligned
in perfect harmony to resist the insanity tearing at him from the outside. The darkness
had stolen his color and left him a pale zombie. His vision had never fully recovered.
But Ellard was stronger than that. He saw the insanity and prison was not it. Insanity
was placing hope in a dead end job and selling your life for fifteen dollars an hour so
you can get drunk and impress some girl that never really cared. Insanity was on the
other side of the walls. Ellard realized this now. Prison was a skip on the record. He
was hung up, reliving the same day of his life over and over again until parole or the
prick of a needle came along to bump him back on track. Then the song would finish.

we have an opening on the line if you can show up early sometime next week."
"I'll be there, thank you, " Ellard nodded as he spoke. He exhaled as he hung
up. The last 300 miles would go much faster now. A job at the plant meant more money
and less travel. Things were looking up. He turned around with excitement in his eyes,
ready to finish the cheeseburger and the ride back to Detroit, and froze at the sight of
the little girl. She was out of her booth now, standing in front of him, staring at him
curiously. It caught him off guard. She couldn't have been any older than eight or nine.
The diner was empty aside from him, the girl, and her father sleeping in a booth in the
corner. The girl's dress was wrinkled and her hair was tangled, hanging unrestrained
around a pale face. One side of him wanted to walk over to the sleeping deadbeat and
pound the shit out of him for dragging a kid through hell in the back of a Peterbilt
when she should have been in school or on a playground learning how to swing. But it
was a good night, and in his moment of restored hope, Ellard smiled, walked over to
the jukebox, and punched in a song. He turned to the girl and extended his hand. At
first she hesitated and just eyed him. But just for a moment. Slowly she took his hand
and he spun her around between the empty booths to the sound of her laughter and the
haunting voice of Pasty dine.

Most truck stops served breakfast twenty-four hours a day. Ellard had found
the one truck stop in West Virginia that did not. Twenty-seven years old working for shit
wages behind the wheel of a rig and he couldn 't even order a fucking omelet. Something had to change. There was nothing to gain from selling his life mile after mile. But
he hadn 't cared until now... he just wanted an omelet. He ordered a cheeseburger with
fries instead. The waitress flopped his plate down and made the water marked silverware jump.
He noticed a little girl in a pink dress watching him over the back of a booth
from across the room. Some guys took their kids with them on long hauls. Ellard always
thought it was a horrible thing to do, to drag a kid along on a route. Most companies
banned children on rigs but this guy must not have cared. Ellard waved to the girl with
a weak smile and went back to his food. Fourteen hours on the road had left him
sweaty, sore, and shaky with caffeine. His eyes burned and his shoulders ached. White
line fever had begun to hit. Ellard could still see the staggered white lane markings
scrolling through his vision. He shook the image away by munching on ice in his empty
glass. Food was dangerously important after catching the fever. He knew this well. It
would have been wise to sleep until daylight but the black hours of the morning
promised little traffic and good time. He yearned for darkness and some time to sleep
but he had been running late the whole trip. He finished half the cheeseburger to
Johnny Cash strumming on the jukebox and walked to a line ofpayphones. His legs felt
shaky as he leaned against the wall and dialed a number off a crumpled piece of paper.
"Good morning, Delphi Flint East" The operator's voice was rough.
"Yeah, my name is Ellard Powell, I need to speak with a Mr. Randy in
administration."
"One moment."
Ellard closed his eyes. A minute passed.
"Mr. Randy can't speak with you at the moment, but he wants me to tell you

After solitary confinement he welcomed the nine-by-six of yellow drab. The
bed was a slab of stainless steel, the same slab they used in the morgue. A thick blue
door loomed over him. Most of the time he would get his food through a slit in the
door. He had to stand in the corner with his face to the wall until the tray was slipped
through and the opening was secured. On good days, when there were no incidents and
everyone's wife had put out the night before, the guards let him eat in the cafeteria. It
used to scare him being with the others. He had seen too many men die in a crumpled
bleeding ball at the hands of a psychotic lifer with a sharpened toothbrush. He had seen
it from his feet looking down and from his knees looking up. The blue door kept the
evil from getting in.
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It was a combination of a broken nose and too much whiskey that sent Ellard
sprawling down the steps and into the snow. He crouched there for a moment like he
had forgotten how to stand. Blood dripped down his face and soaked his moustache. It
felt like hot syrup in his mouth. A few people on their way by stared at him but no one
bothered to help, they just watched him drip. Ellard stumbled to his truck thinking
about his job and why they closed the plant and why he was having such a bad day. He
had only worked there for two years and was looking at moving off the line into
supervision. But everything had crumbled and left him slouched at the bar alone with
fate and Jack Daniels. Someone would pay for his broken nose and someone would pay
for the blonde not showing up and most of all someone would pay for his job.
It was wedged inside the glove box, left over from his trucking days. He saw
himself reaching for it but couldn't stop. His mind was soaked in fury and alcohol and
what hadn't crumbled was about to come crashing down. The door to the rusty truck
creaked like sliding bars. On his way back into the bar everyone noticed the blood and
no one noticed the gun.
—Thomas Kern '04
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